Introduction
 The Big-Five personality traits is a prevalent and widely accepted model for person characterization  Our work aims at establishing a space of speaker attribution • dimensions detected from voice utterances • in zero-acquaintance scenarios (based on first impression)
• what are the perceptual factors of (unfamiliar) speaker attributions? • how are they related to attributed Big-Five traits?
• can they be predicted from speech features? 
Semantic Differential

Prediction of Speaker Attributions
 88 speech features: eGeMAPS extracted using OpenSMILE, assigned to 9 perceptual categories  Average feature importance measure for regression
• Loess smoother fit between the outcome and the predictor. The importance measure is an R 2 statistic calculated for this model against the intercept only null model  SVM-based regression with polynomial kernel using a leave-onespeaker-out cross-validation (LOSO-CV) scheme  88 eGeMAPS features  selected best-preforming parameters C, scale, degree 
